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 Action of Reflection Groups on Nilpotent Groups
 F . Z ARA
 1 .  I NTRODUCTION
 Let ( G ,  X  ) be a Fischer system (i . e .  X  is a generating subset of the group  G ,
 consisting of involutions , such that if  x  and  y  are two elements of  X , xy  is of order 1 , 2
 or 3) . There exist two particularly interesting families of examples of Fischer systems :
 (1)  G  is a Fischer group and  X  is a conjugacy class of ‘3-transpositions’ ;
 (2)  G  is a Coxeter group associated to a graph  G  or any of its factor groups . It is clear
 that all Fischer systems can be obtained in this way .
 Knowledge of the graph  G  allows the construction of ( G ,  X  )-groups  M  in accordance
 with the following definition .
 Let ( G ,  X  ) be a Fischer system and let  M  be a group on which  G  acts . We say that  M
 is a ( G ,  X  )-group if the following two conditions are satisfied , where  U M ( x ) is the set of
 commutators [ x ,  m ] , m  in  M :
 (MG2)  ; h x ,  y j  Õ  X  such that  xy  is of order 2 ,  U M ( x )  Õ  C M (  y ) ;
 (MG3)  ; h x ,  y j  Õ  X  such that  xy  is of order 3 ,  ; u  P  U M ( x ) , xy ( u )  5  u 2 1 y ( u ) .
 ( G ,  X  )-groups have been studied in [5 – 8] .
 When  M  is a commutative ( G ,  X  )-group , as shown in [5] , [7] and [8] , one can
 construct from the presentation of  G  on the set  X  of generators , an algebra  L  such that
 M  becomes an  L -module and then  G  acts as an  L -reflection group on  M .  If the group
 G  is too complicated—for example , if  G  is one of the sporadic Fischer groups—then
 the only possibility for  M  is the module  h 0 j . The axioms (MG i ) ( i  5  2 ,  3) are written
 multiplicatively so that they have a meaning when  M  is not commutative , and it seems
 interesting to study the following problem (to which the first part of this work is
 devoted) :
 If  ( G ,  X  )  is a Fischer system and if M is a  ( G ,  X  )- group , what is the structure of M ?
 In this generality , I cannot answer this question , but if in  X  there exist four elements  a ,
 b , c  and  d  such that we have the following diagram :
a b c
d
 then the group  M  is nilpotent of class at most 2 and its derived group is fixed by  G .
 This result was first proved for finite Fischer groups in [5] , and then for Fischer groups
 in full generality by J . Hall in [4] .
 In the second part we apply the preceding result to Fischer groups . If  G  is a Fischer
 group which contains a  D -subgroup isomorphic to  W  ( D 4 ) or to  W  ( D 4 ) / Z ( W  ( D 4 )) ,  then
 the subgroup  O 2 ( G ) (or  O 3 ( G )) is nilpotent of class at most 2 and its derived group is
 central in  G .  The Fischer groups that do not possess a  D -subgroup isomorphic to
 W  ( D 4 )  or to  W  ( D 4 ) / Z ( W  ( D 4 )) have been classified by Fischer (finite case) and Hall
 (general case) : there exists a set  X  such that  G  / O 3 ( G ) is isomorphic to  F  S X  ,  the group
 of all finitary permutations of  X .
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 2 .  N OTATION
 (A)  Let  G  5  G  ( S ,  A ) be a graph :  S  is the set of vertices and  A  the edge set of  G  .
 (B)  Let  G  be a group :
 (1)  Z ( G ) is the centre of  G ;  G *  : 5  G  / Z ( G ) .
 (2)  If  a  and  b  are in  G , a b  5  bab  2 1 and [ a ,  b ]  5  aba 2 1 b 2 1 .
 (C)  Let  G  and  M  be groups ,  G  acting on  M .  For  g  in  G  and  m  in  M ,  we define
 [ g ,  m ]  : 5  g ( m ) m 2 1 , U M ( g )  : 5  h [ g ,  m ]  3  m  P  M j ,  [ G ,  M ]  : 5  k U M ( g )  3  g  P  G l , C M ( g )  : 5
 h m  3  m  P  M , g ( m )  5  m j  and  C M ( G )  : 5  " g P G  C M ( g ) .
 (D)  If  X  is a set , we call  S X  the group of all permutations of  X .  If  u x u  5  n ,  we put
 S n  : 5  S X .
 (E)  If ( G ,  X  ) is a Fischer system and  X  a conjugacy class , then  G  is called a Fischer
 group and we say that ( G ,  X  ) is a Fischer pair .
 (F)  Let ( G ,  D ) be a Fischer pair . Let  d  in  D .  Put  D d  : 5  h e  3  e  P  D , de  is of order 2 j
 and  A d  : 5  h x  3  x  P  D , dx  is of order 3 j  so that  D  5  h d j  <  D d  <  A d .
 3 .  S EMIDIRECT  P RODUCT
 Let  G  and  M  be groups ,  G  acting on  M .  We call  M ˜   the semidirect product of  M  by
 G :  M :  G  5  h ( m ,  g )  3  m  P  M , g  P  G j ,  with multiplication defined by ( m ,  g )( m 9 ,  g 9 )  5
 ( mg ( m 9 ) ,  gg 9 ) .  We have the following results which are needed in the rest of the paper ,
 and the proof of which is easy .
 L EMMA 3 . 1 .  With the preceding hypothesis and notation , we ha y  e the following :
 (1)  Let g be in G and let m 1  and m 2  be in M . Then :
 [ g ,  m 1 m 2 ]  5  [ g ,  m 1 ] m 1 [ g ,  m 2 ] m
 2 1
 1  ,  [ g ,  M ]  v  M ,  [ G ,  M ]  v  M .
 (2)  Let g 1  and g 2  be in G and let m be in M . Then :
 [ g 1 g 2  ,  m ]  5  [ g 1  ,  g 2 ( m )]  5  g 1 ([ g 2  ,  m ])[ g 1  ,  m ] ,
 [ g 1 g 2 g
 2 1
 1  ,  g 1 ( m )]  5  g 1 ([ g 2  ,  m ]) .
 (3)  If g  5  g 1 g 2  ?  ?  ?  g k  , where g i is in G for each i , then each element of  [ G ,  M ]  can be
 written as  p i 5 k i 5 1  [ g i  ,  m i ]  with m i in M for each i .
 (4)  If G  5  k X  l , where each x in X is an in y  olution , then each element of  [ G ,  M ]  can be
 written as  p i 5 k i 5 1  m i  , where m i  P  [ x i  ,  M ] ,  h x 1  ,  .  .  .  ,  x k j  Õ  X .
 L EMMA 3 . 2 .  With the preceding hypothesis and notation :
 (1)  Let g and h be in G . If g 9  5  ghg 2 1 , then U M ( g 9 )  5  h ( U M ( g ))  and C M ( g 9 )  5
 h ( C M ( g )) .
 (2)  If d and e are two in y  olutions of G , the product of which is of order  3 , then
 de ( U M ( d ))  5  U m ( e ) and de ( C m ( d ))  5  C m ( e ) (  for  ( de ) d ( de )
 2 1  5  e ) .
 R EMARK 3 . 3 .  If  a , b  and  c  are elements of a group  G ,  we have the following
 formulae :
 [ a ,  bc ]  5  [ a ,  b ] b [ a ,  c ] b 2 1 ,  [ ab ,  c ]  5  a [ b ,  c ] a 2 1 [ a ,  c ] .
 If [[ a ,  b ] ,  b ]  5  1 ,  then for each  n  in  Z  we have [ a ,  b ] n  5  [ a ,  b n ] .
 We have the following formulae in the semidirect product  M ˜  :
 4  unity , (1 M  ,  1 G ) ;
 4  inverse , ( m ,  g ) 2 1  5  ( g  2 1 ( m 2 1 ) ,  g 2 1 ) ;
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 4  power , if  k  >  1 ,  ( m ,  g ) k  5  ( mg ( m ) g 2 ( m )  ?  ?  ?  g k 2 1 ( m ) , g k ) ;
 4  conjugate , ( m 1  ,  g 1 )( m 2  ,  g 2 )( m 1  ,  g 1 ) 2 1  5  ( m ,  g 1 ( m 2 ) g 1 g 2 g  2 1 1  ( m  2 1 1  ) ,  g 1 g 2 g  2 1 1  ) ;
 4  commutator , [( m 1  ,  g 1 ) ,  ( m 2  ,  g 2 )]  5  ( m 1 g 1 ( m 2 ) g 1 g 2 g 2 1 1  ( m  2 1 1  )[ g 1  ,  g 2 ]( m 2 1 2  ) ,  [ g 1  ,  g 2 ]) .
 The maps  m  S  m #  : 5  ( m ,  1) :  M  5  M ˜   and  g  5  g#  : 5  (1 ,  g ) :  G  5  M ˜   are monomorphisms .
 Let  M #  5  h m #  3  m  P  M j  and  G #  5  h g#  3  g  P  G j .  We have , ( m ,  g )  5  m #  g#  , M ˜  5  M #  G #  , M #  v  M ˜
 and  M #  >  G #  5  h (1 ,  1) j .
 L EMMA 3 . 4 .  Let G and M be groups , G acting on M . Let D be a conjugacy class of G
 and let d be in D . Then :
 (1)  The set of conjugates of  (1 ,  d )  by the elements of M #  is U M ( d )  3  h d j  5  h ( m ,  d )  3  m  P
 U M ( d ) j .
 (2)  The conjugacy class of  (1 ,  d )  in M ˜  is D ˜  5  h ( m ,  e )  3  e  P  D , m  P  U M ( e ) j .
 For all of this kind of work , the following result is of fundamental importance :
 T HEOREM 3 . 5 .  We keep the same hypothesis and notation . Let d and e be two
 in y  olutions of G . Then :
 (1)  If de is of order  2 , the following properties are equi y  alent :
 ( a 1)  U M ( e )  Õ  C M ( d ) ;
 ( a 2)  [ U M ( d )  3  h d j , U M ( e )  3  h e j ]  5  1 ;
 ( a 3)  ; u  P  U M ( d ) ,  ; y  P  U M ( e ) ,  (( u ,  d )( y  ,  e ))
 2  5  1 ;
 ( a 4)  U M ( d )  Õ  C M ( e ) .
 (2)  If de is of order  3 , the following properties are equi y  alent :
 ( b 1)  ; u  P  U M ( d ) ,  de ( u )  5  u
 2 1 e ( u ) ;
 ( b 2)  ; u  P  U M ( d ) ,  ; y  P  U M ( e ) ,  (( u ,  d )( y  ,  e ))
 3  5  1 ;
 ( b 3)  ; y  P  U M ( e ) ,  ed ( y  )  5  y
 2 1 d ( y  ) .
 P ROOF .  Let  u  and  y   be elements of  U M ( d ) and  U M ( e ) respectively . We have
 ( u ,  d )( y  ,  e )( u ,  d )  5  ( ud ( y  ) de ( u ) ,  ded ) and  ( y  ,  e )( u ,  d )( y  ,  e )  5  ( y  e ( u ) ed ( y  ) ,  ede ) ,  so
 (1 ,  d )( y  ,  e )(1 ,  d )  5  ( d ( y  ) ,  ded )  and ( y  ,  e )(1 ,  d )( y  ,  e )  5  ( y  ed ( y  ) ,  ede ) .
 (1)  Let us suppose that  de  is of order 2 , so that  d  and  e  commute and are distinct :
 ded  5  e  and  ede  5  d .
 (a1)  implies that  ; y  P  U M ( e ) , d ( y  )  5  y  ,  so that (1 ,  d )( y  ,  e )(1 ,  d )  5  ( y  ,  e ) and the
 centralizer of  U M ( e )  3  h e j  in  M ˜   contains (1 ,  d ) .  But the set  U M ( e )  3  h e j  is normalized by
 M #   so that his centralizer  C  is also normalized by  M #  . As (1 ,  d ) is in  C ,  we find that
 U M ( d )  3  h d j  is in  C : this is condition (a2) .
 The implication (a2)  é  (a1) is a consequence of the formula (1 ,  d )( y  ,  e )(1 ,  d )  5
 ( d ( y  ) ,  e ) .
 The equivalence of (a1) and (a2) with (a3) results from the fact that the elements of
 I M ( d )  3  h d j  and  U M ( e )  3  h e j  are involutions .
 In the condition (a2) ,  d  and  e  play the same role , so (a1) and (a4) are equivalent .
 (2)  Let us suppose that  de  is of order 3 , so that  ded  5  ede .  The condition (b1) is
 equivalent to the condition (1 ,  e )( u ,  d )(1 ,  e )  5  ( u ,  d )(1 ,  e )( u ,  d ) ,  and so also to the
 condition  ; u  P  U M ( d ) ,  ((1 ,  e )( u ,  d ))
 3  5  1 .  As  U M ( d )  3  h d j  is normalized by  M #  , M #   also
 normalizes the set of all  x  of  M ˜   such that ( x ( u ,  d )) 3  5  1 for all  u  in  U M ( d ) ,  and this
 shows that (b1) implies (b2) .
 From the initial remark , we deduce that (b2) implies (b1) .
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 In condition (b2) ,  d  and  e  play the same role , so (b1) and (b3) are equivalent .  h
 C OROLLARY 3 . 6 .  We keep the same hypothesis and notation . Let d and e be two
 commuting in y  olutions of G . If the conditions  ( a 1) – ( a 4)  are satisfied for d and e , then
 we ha y  e :
 ( a 5)  [ U M ( d ) ,  U M ( e )]  5  h 1 j .
 P ROOF .  Let  u  be in  U M ( d ) and  y   be in  U M ( e ) .  We have  d ( y  )  5  y   and  de ( u )  5  u 2 1 ,
 so [( u ,  d ) ,  ( y  ,  e )]  5  (1 ,  1)  5  ([ u ,  y  ] ,  1) .  This implies that [ u ,  y  ]  5  1 and (a5) is satisfied .
 h
 D EFINITION 3 . 7 .  Let  G  and  M  be groups ,  G  acting on  M ,  and let  d  and  e  be distinct
 involutions of  G .
 (1)  Suppose that  de  is of order 2 . We say that the condition (MG2) is satisfied for
 h d ,  e j  if the conditions ( ai ) ,  (1  <  i  <  4) of Theorem 3 . 5 are satisfied .
 (2)  Suppose that  de  is of order 3 . We say that the condition (MG3) is satisfied for
 h d ,  e j  if the conditions ( bi ) ,  (1  <  i  <  3) of Theorem 3 . 5 are satisfied .
 R EMARK .  One can assume that  G  and  M  are subgroups of  M .G  and that  G  acts by
 conjugation on  N .  The conditions ( MGi ) can then be rephrased as follows :  xy m  has the
 same order as  xy  for each  m  in  M .
 The conditions (MG2) and (MG3) are ‘stable by conjugation’ . We have the following
 result :
 P ROPOSITION 3 . 8 .  Let G and M be groups , G acting on M . Let d and e be in y  olutions
 of G , and let g be an element of G . Let m  P  h 2 ,  3 j . If de is of order m and if the
 condition  (MG m )  is satisfied for  h d ,  e j , it is satisfied for  h gdg 2 1 ,  geg 2 1 j .
 P ROOF .  This is trivial , using the above remark .  h
 D EFINITION 3 . 9 .  Let  G  be a group and let  X  be a subset of  G .  ( G ,  X  ) is a ‘Fischer
 system’ if the following conditions are satisfied :
 (1)  X  is a generating set of  G :  G  5  k X  l .
 (2)  Each  x  in  X  is an involution .
 (3)  If  x  and  y  are in  X ,  the order of  xy  is 1 , 2 or 3 .
 Examples of the above are the following :
 (1)  the Fischer groups— X  is stable by conjugation ;
 (2)  the Coxeter groups of type A , D , E  .  .  .  ;
 (3)  each quotient of the above groups .
 Let ( G ,  X  ) be a Fischer system . There is a natural graph structure on  X .  We call this
 graph  G  ( G ,  X  ) ( 5 G  ) .  The vertex set of  G  is  X  and the edge set of  G  is
 A  : 5  hh x ,  y j  3  h x ,  y j  Õ  X , xy  is of order 3 j . We may also consider the complementary
 graph  G  c  of  G  : the vertex set of  G  c  is  X  and the edge set of  G  c  is  A c  : 5  hh x ,  y j  3  h x ,  y j  Õ
 X , xy  is of order 2 j . Now let  G  5  G  ( X ,  A ) be a graph , where  X  is the vertex set and  A
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 is the edge set of  G  . Using  G  , we can construct a Coxeter system  C ( G  )  5  ( G ,  S ) in the
 following way .  S  is the distinguished generating set of  G  and there is a bijection
 between  X  and  S :  x  S  s x :  X  5  S .  For each  x  in  X , s x  is an involution : if  h x ,  y j  P  A ,
 ( s x s y )
 3  5  1 ; if  h x ,  y j  P  A c ,  ( s x s y ) 2  5  1 .  If we take any quotient of  C ( G  ) we obtain a
 Fischer system , and each Fischer system can be obtained in this way .
 E XAMPLES 3 . 10 .  (1) The graph  G  is a ‘proper path’ (‘path’ , for short) ;  G  .  A n :
1 2 3 n–1 n
 The associated Coxeter group is the Weyl group of type  A n :  W  ( A n ) is isomorphic to
 the symmetric group  S n 1 1  .
 (2)  The graph  G  is a ‘proper circuit’ (‘circuit’ , for short) ;  G  .  A ˜  n :
1 2 3 n–1 n
n+1
 The associated Coxeter group is the Weyl group of type  A ˜  n :  W  ( A ˜  n )  .  Z n :  S n 1 1  .  All
 proper factor groups of  W  ( A ˜  n ) are finite groups . If  q  is an integer  >  2 , we have the
 groups  W  ( A ˜  n ) / qT ,  where  T  is the translation subgroup of  W  ( A ˜  n ) and  qT  5  h t q  3  t  P  T  j .
 We obtain a presentation of  W  ( A ˜  n ) / qT  by adding the relation :
 ( x n x n 2 1  ?  ?  ?  x 2 x 1 x 2 x 3  ?  ?  ?  x n x n 1 1 )
 q .  We codify this presentation by the diagram
1 2 3 n–1 n
n+1
q
 P ROPOSITION 3 . 11 .  Let G and M be the groups , G acting on M , and let d and e be
 in y  olutions of G the product of which is of order  3 . We suppose that the condition
 (MG3) is satisfied for  h d ,  e j . Let u be in U M ( d )  2  h 1 j  and let  y  5  de ( u )  5  u 2 1 e ( u ) . Then :
 (1)  u and  y   commute ;
 (2)  if u is of order q  ,  1 `  , the subgroup  k (1 ,  d ) ,  (1 ,  e ) ,  ( u ,  d ) l  of M ˜  is isomorphic to a
 quotient of W  ( A ˜  2 ) / qT , where T is the translation subgroup of W  ( A ˜  2 )  and qT  : 5
 h t q  3  t  P  T  j ;
 (3)  if u is of infinite order ,  k (1 ,  d ) ,  (1 ,  e ) ,  ( u ,  d ) l  is isomorphic to W  ( A ˜  2 ) .
 R EMARK .  Later on , we will generalize this proposition .
 P ROOF .  (1)  We have  d ( y  )  5  e ( u )  5  u y   so  ed ( y  )  5  u  5  d ( y  ) y  2 1 .  From condition (b4)
 we have  ed ( y  )  5  y  2 1 d ( y  ) ,  so  y  2 1 u y  5  u  and  u  and  y   commute .
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 (2)  We have the diagram
(1, ded) (1, e)
(u, d)
 and ( u ,  d ) . (1 ,  ded )(1 ,  e )(1 ,  ded )  5  ( u ,  d )(1 ,  d )  5  ( u ,  1) .
 So  k (1 ,  ded ) ,  (1 ,  e ) ,  ( u ,  d ) l  5  k (1 ,  d ) ,  (1 ,  e ) ,  ( u ,  d ) l  is isomorphic to a quotient of
 W  ( A ˜  2 ) / qT  if  u  is of order  q  and to  W  ( A ˜  2 ) if  u  is of infinite order .  h
 (3)  The graph ‘ D 4 ’ is as follows :
1 2 3
4
 The associated group is the Weyl group or type  D 4 :  W  ( D 4 ) .  We can remark that  W  ( D 4 )
 is a Fischer group , that  X  is contained in a Fischer class  D  and that  C D ( x 1 )  5
 h x 1  ,  x 5  ,  x 3  ,  x 4 j ,  with  x 5  5  x x 1 x 3 x 4 x 2 2  .  The centre  k z l  of  W  ( D 4 ) is of order 2 , with
 z  5  x 1 x 3 x 4 x 5  .
 4 .  ( G ,  X  )- GROUPS
 Let ( G ,  X  ) be a Fishcer system and let  M  be a group on which  G  acts . Let us
 consider the following conditions :
 (MG1)  M  5  [ G ,  M ] ;
 (MG2)  ; h x ,  y j  P  A c ,  U M ( x )  Õ  C M (  y ) ;
 (MG3)  ; h x ,  y j  P  A ,  ; u  P  U M ( x ) ,  xy ( u )  5  u 2 1 y ( u ) .
 D EFINITION 4 . 1 .  Let ( G ,  X  ) be a Fischer system and let  M  be a group on which  G
 acts .  M  is called a ( G ,  X  )-group if the conditions (MG2) and (MG3) are satisfied .
 In general , we will assume (MG1) as well , for what is really interesting is happening
 inside [ G ,  M ] , G  acting trivially on  M  / [ G ,  M ] .
 P ROPOSITION 4 . 2 .  Let  ( G ,  X  )  be a Fischer system , Y a subset of X and H  5  k Y l . Then
 ( H ,  Y )  is a Fischer system . Let M be a  ( G ,  X  )- group . Define N  : 5  k [  y ,  m ]  3  y  P  Y ,  m  P
 M l . Then N is stable by H and , for the action of H on N induced by the action of G , N is
 an  ( H ,  Y )- group .
 If  u Y u  >  2  and if the graph  G  ( H ,  Y )  is connected , then for e y  ery y in Y we ha y  e
 U N (  y )  5  U M (  y ) .
 P ROOF .  Let  y  and  z  be in  Y  and  m  be in  M .  We have [  yz ,  m ]  5  [  y ,  z ( m )][ z ,  m ]  5
 y ([ z ,  m ])[  y ,  m ] ,  so  y ([ z ,  m ])  5  [  y ,  z ( m )][ z ,  m ][  y ,  m ] 2 1 (Lemma 3 . 1 . ) In this manner we
 see that  y ([ z ,  m ]) is in  N ,  so  N  is stable under  Y .  As  Y  generates  H , N  is stable by  H .
 Let us now suppose that  u Y u  >  2 and that the graph  G  ( H ,  Y ) is connected . Let  y  be in  Y .
 There exists  z  in  Y  such that  yz  is of order 3 . Let  u  be in  U M (  y ) .  Condition (MG3)
 gives  yz ( u )  5  u 2 1 z ( u )  5  y  P  U M ( z )  Õ  N .  We deduce that  z ( u )  5  u y  5  y ( y  ) and  u  5
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 y ( y  ) y  2 1 is in  U N (  y ) .  We have shown that  U M (  y )  Õ  U N (  y ) .  As the reverse inclusion is
 clear , we have the equality  U N (  y )  5  U M (  y ) .  h
 P ROPOSITION 4 . 3 .  Let  ( G ,  X  )  be a Fischer system and let T be a full subgraph of
 G  ( G ,  X  ) which is a tree . Let H  : 5  k T  l . Let M be a  ( G ,  X  )- group . Let x be in T and a be
 in U M ( x ) . Then N  : 5  k h ( a )  3  h  P  H l  is a commutati y  e subgroup of M , stable under the
 action of H , and N is a  ( H ,  T  )- group .
 P ROOF .  For each  y  in  T ,  there exists a unique path in  T  joining  x  to  y :  ( x 0  5
 x ,  x 1  ,  .  .  .  ,  x r  5  y ) .  We have the diagram
x0 x1 x2 xr
 and  k x 0  ,  x 1  ,  .  .  .  ,  x r l  is isomorphic to the symmetric group  S r 1 2  .  Put  a 0  5  a  and define ,
 for  i  >  1 , a i  5  x i 2 1 x i ( a i 2 1 )  5  a
 2 1
 i 2 1 x i ( a i 2 1 ) , b  5  a r .  So to each element  y  in  T ,  there is
 associated a unique element  b  of  U M (  y )  >  N  and it is clear that these elements generate
 N ,  for we have  x i ( a i 2 1 )  5  x i 2 1 ( a i )  5  a i 2 1 a i  and , if  u i  2  j u  .  1 , x i ( a j )  5  a j  .  We know
 (Proposition 3 . 8) that  a 0 and  a 1 commute and that if  r  >  2 , a 0 and  a r  commute
 (Corollary 3 . 6) .
 The subgroup  N  is commutative , stable under  H  and , by construction , it is an
 ( H ,  T  )-group .  h
 We now come to the principal result of this work .
 T HEOREM 4 . 4 .  Let  ( G ,  X  )  be a Fischer system such that :
 ( i )  G  ( 5 G  ( G ,  X  ))  is connected ;
 ( ii )  there exist x i  (1  <  i  <  4)  in X such that we ha y  e the diagram
x2 x1 x3
x4
 Let M be a  ( G ,  X  )- group . If the condition  (MG1)  is satisfied , then M is nilpotent of class
 < 2  and  [ M ,  M ]  is fixed by G .
 P ROOF .  The proof is divided into two parts . First we prove the result when  G  is
 isomorphic to  W  ( D 4 ) or to  W  ( D 4 )* ,  then we treat the general case .
 Part  1 .  In this part we suppose that  X  5  h x i  3  1  <  i  <  4 j ,  so that  G  is isomorphic to
 W  ( D 4 )  or to  W  ( D 4 )* .  Define  D  : 5  h gx 1 g  2 1  3  g  in  G j ; we know that ( G ,  D ) is a Fischer
 pair . We make two remarks :
 (i)  It is easy to see that if  d  and  e  are two non-commuting elements of  D ,  then
 G  5  k D d  ,  D e l .
 (ii)  The group  M  is a ( G ,  D )-group . Let  d  and  e  be distinct elements of  D .  If  e  is in  A d  ,
 then it is easy to see that ( d ,  e ) is conjugate to ( x 1  ,  x 2 ) .  If  e  is in  D d  then , as above , we
 can suppose that  d  5  x 2 and if  e  is the fourth element of  D  commuting with  x 2 then
 ( x 2  ,  e )  is conjugate to ( x 3  ,  x 4 ) .  Now let  d  and  e  be distinct elements of  D .  If  de  is of
 order 2 then , by Corollary 3 . 6 , we have  v M ,  d ] ,  [ M ,  e b  5  h 1 j , .  If  de  is of order 3 , then
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 [ M ,  d ]  >  [ M ,  e ] is centralized by  D d  and  D e  so , by the first remark , it is centralized by
 G .  For each element  x  of  D d  (respectively of  D e ) ,  [ M ,  d ]  >  [ M ,  e ] is centralized by
 [ M ,  x ] .  As  G  5  k D d  ,  D e l ,  we have  M  5  p y P D d < D e  [ M ,  x ] ,  so  M  centralizes [ M ,  d ]  >
 [ M ,  e ] .  We have  v M ,  d ] ,  [ M ,  e b  Õ  [ M ,  d ]  >  [ M ,  e ] and so  v M ,  d ] ,  [ M ,  e b  Õ  Z ( M ) .  As
 [ M ,  M ]  5  p x ,y P D d < D e  v M ,  x ] ,  [ M ,  y b ,  we see that [ M ,  M ]  Õ  Z ( M )  >  C M ( G ) and the
 theorem is true in this case .
 In the second part we will need the following facts . Let us put  M i  5  [ M ,  x i ](1  <  i  <  4) ,
 then we have [ M ,  M ]  5  p 1 < i , j < 4  [ M i  ,  M j ] .  As [ M i  ,  M i ]  Õ  [ M ,  M ]  Õ  Z ( M )  >  C M ( G ) ,  we
 see that [ M i  ,  M i ]  5  [ M 1  ,  M 1 ] for 2  <  i  <  4 .  As we have the diagram
x2 x1 x3
 there exists an element  y  in  k x i  3  1  <  i  <  3 l  such that  yx 1  y  2 1  5  x 1  , yx 2  y  2 1  5  x 3 and
 yx 3  y
 2 1  5  x 3  ,  so [ M 1  ,  M 3 ]  5  [ M 1  ,  M 2 ] .  In the same way , we see that [ M 1  ,  M 4 ]  5  [ M 1  ,  M 2 ] .
 We now show that [ M 1  ,  M 1 ]  Õ  [ M 1  ,  M 2 ] .
 As  M 1  5  k U M ( x 1 l ,  we see that [ M 1  ,  M 1 ]  5  k [ a 1  ,  b 1 ]  3  ( a 1  ,  b 1 )  P  U M ( x 1 )  3  U M ( x 1 ) l .  Let
 us apply (MG3) to obtain  x 1 x 2 ( a 1 )  5  a 2  5  a
 2 1
 1  x 2 ( a 1 ) with  a 2 in  U M ( x 2 ) .  We have
 x 1 ( a 2 )  5  x 2 ( a 1 )  5  a 1 a 2  and  x 1 ([ a 2  ,  b 1 ])  5  [ a 1 a 2  ,  b
 2 1
 1  ]  5  [ a 2  ,  b 1 ]  5  [ a 1  ,  b
 2 1
 1  ][ a 2  ,  b
 2 1
 1  ]  5
 [ a 1  ,  b 1 ]
 2 1 [ a 2  ,  b 1 ]
 2 1  as  M  is nilpotent of class 2 ; so we have [ a 1  ,  b 1 ]  5  [ a 2  ,  b 1 ]
 2 2 and
 [ a 1  ,  b 1 ]  is in [ M 1  ,  M 2 ] .
 As  M 1 is a normal subgroup of  M ,  [ M 1  ,  M 1 ] is also a normal subgroup of  M .  Let
 p :  M  5  M  / [ M 1  ,  M 1 ]  be the canonical projection . We know that  p ( M ) is a ( G ,  X  )-group
 and that for 1  <  i  <  4 , p ( M i )  5  [ x i  ,  M i ] is commutative . In this case ,  p ( M i ) is the set of
 commutators of elements of  p ( M i ) by  x i  .  As [ M 1  ,  M 1 ]  Õ  [ M 1  ,  M 2 ] ,  we have
 [  p ( M 1 ) ,  p ( M 2 )]  5  p ([ M 1  ,  M 2 ])  and [  p ( M 1 ) ,  p ( M 2 )]  Õ  p ( M 1 )  >  p ( M 2 ) .  The first remark
 shows that all the elements of [ M 1  ,  M 2 ] have their square in [ M 1  ,  M 1 ] ,  so for all  w  in
 [  p ( M 1 ) ,  p ( M 2 )]  we have  w
 2  5  1 .  Let  w  be in [  p ( M 1 ) ,  p ( M 2 )] .  As [  p ( M 1 ) ,  p ( M 2 )]  Õ
 p ( M 1 )  >  p ( M 2 ) ,  we have  x 1 ( w )  5  w
 2 1 , x 2 ( w )  5  w
 2 1 and , by (MG3) ,  x 1 x 2 ( w )  5
 w 2 1 x 2 ( w )  5  w
 2 2  5  w ,  so  w  3  5  1 .  As  w 2  5  1 we obtain  w  5  1 .  As the elements [ a ,  b ] , a  in
 p ( M 1 ) , b  in  p ( M 2 ) ,  generate [  p ( M 1 ) ,  p ( M 2 )] ,  we see that [  p ( M 1 ) ,  p ( M 2 )]  5  h 1 j  and we
 obtain [ M 1  ,  M 2 ]  Õ  [ M 1  ,  M 1 ] .
 Part  2 .  We are in the general case . Let us call  X  1  : 5  h x 1  ,  x 2  ,  x 3  ,  x 4 j , H  : 5  k X  1 l .  Put
 N i  5  [ x i  ,  M ]  (1  <  i  <  4) ; then  N  5  N 1 N 2 N 3 N 4 is a ( H ,  X  1 )-group and  H  is isomorphic to
 W  ( D 4 )  or to  W  ( D 4 )* so , by the first part , we know that [ N ,  N ]  Õ  Z ( N )  >  C N ( H ) and
 that [ N i  ,  N i ]  5  [ N 1  ,  N 2 ] (1  <  i  <  4) .
 First we remark that for 1  <  i  <  4 ,  [ x i  ,  N ]  5  [ x i  ,  M ] .
 (1)  Let  y  be in  X  such that  h  y ,  x 1 j  P  A .  We have two possibilities :
 (i)  h  y ,  x i j  P  A  (2  <  i  <  4) .  We have the following diagram :
x2 x3 x4
x1 y
 so  k y ,  x i  ,  2  <  i  <  4 l  is isomorphic to  W  ( D 4 ) or to  W  ( D 4 )* .  We can apply the preceding
 results , letting  P  denote [  y ,  M ] :  [ N 2  ,  N 2 ]  5  [ N 1  ,  N 2 ]  5  [ P ,  P ]  5  [ N 2  ,  P ] ,  and this sub-
 group of  M  is fixed by  y  and centralized by  N i  and by  P .  Now we have to show that
 [ N 2  ,  P ]  is central in  NP  and is fixed by  k H ,  y l .  To simplify the notation let us suppose
 that  G  5  k H ,  y l  and that  M  5  NP .  As in the first part , let  p :  M  5  M  / [ P ,  P ] be the
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 canonical projection . We have [ x i  ,  p ( M )]  5  p ( N i )  5  U p ( M ) ( x i ) and [  y ,  p ( M )]  5  p ( P )  5
 U p ( M ) (  y )  are commutative . Let  w  5  [ a ,  c ] ,  with  a  in  p ( N 1 ) and  c  in  P #  ,  be in [  p ( N 1 ) ,
 p ( P )]  Õ  p ( N 1 )  >  p ( P ) .  By (MG3) we have  x 1 x 2 ( a )  5  a 2  5  a
 2 1 x 2 ( a ) ,  so  x 2 ( a )  5  aa 2 with
 a 2  P  p ( N 2 )  and  yx 2 ( c )  5  c 2  5  c
 2 1 x 2 ( c ) so  x 2 ( c )  5  cc 2 with  c 2  P  p ( N 2 ) .  We deduce that
 x 2 ( w )  5  [ aa 2  ,  cc 2 ]  5  a [ a 2  ,  c ] a
 2 1 [ a ,  c ] ca [ a 2  ,  c 2 ] a
 2 1 [ a ,  c 2 ] c
 2 1 .  But [ a 2  ,  c ]  P  [  p ( N 1 ) ,  p ( P )]  5
 h 1 j ; [ a 2  ,  c 2 ]  P  [  p ( N 2 ) ,  p ( N 2 )]  5  h 1 j  and [ a ,  c 2 ]  P  [  p ( N 1 ) ,  p ( N 2 )]  5  h 1 j  (end of Part 1) , so
 x 2 ( w )  5  w .  As  w  is in  U p ( M ) ( x 1 ) ,  let us apply (MG3) one more time :  x 1 x 2 ( w )  5
 w 2 1 x 2 ( w )  5  w
 2 1 w  5  1 ,  so  w  5  1 .  As  w  was a generator of [  p ( N 1 ) ,  p ( P )] ,  we see that
 [  p ( N 1 ) ,  p ( P )]  5  h 1 j  and so [ N 1  ,  P ]  Õ  [ P ,  P ] .
 (ii)  There exist  i ,  2  <  i  <  4 ,  such that  h  y ,  x i j  P  A c  ; suppose that  h  y ,  x 2 j  P  A c  :
x2 x1 y
 Put  t  5  x x 2  y 1  x 1  .  Then  x
 t
 1  5  x 1  , x
 t
 2  5  y  and  y
 t  5  x 2  .  We have  t ([  y ,  M ])  5  [ x 2  ,  M ]  5  N 2  ,  so
 t ( v  y ,  M ] ,  [  y ,  M b )  5  [ N 2  ,  N 2 ] ; but  y  fixes  N 2  ,  so  y  fixes [ N 2  ,  N 2 ] .  As  y , x 1 and  x 2 fix
 [ N 2  ,  N 2 ] , t  fixes [ N 2  ,  N 2 ] ,  so  v  y ,  M ] ,  [  y ,  M b  5  [ N 2  ,  N 2 ] :  [  y ,  M ] centralizes [ N ,  N ] .  We also
 see that  y  fixes [ N 1  ,  N 2 ]  5  [ N ,  N ] .
 (2)  Let  y  be in  X  such that  h  y ,  x 1 j  P  A c .  There exists a path  h x 1  ,  y 1  ,  y 2  ,  .  .  .  ,  y m  5  y j  in
 G such that
x1 y1 y2 y = ym
 Following the same reasoning as above , from step to step , we see that , for each  i ,
 v [  y i  ,  M ] ,  [  y i  ,  M b  5  [ N ,  N ] ,  so [  y i  ,  M ] centralizes [ N ,  N ] and  y i  fixes [ N ,  N ] .  As
 M  5  [ G ,  M ]  5  p y P X  (  y ,  M ) ,  we have the result .  h
 5 .  A PPLICATIONS TO CERTAIN  F ISCHER G ROUPS
 We want to apply the preceding result to Fischer groups . To do this , we must exclude
 all of the Fishcer groups which have the following property :
 (W)  Let  ( G ,  D )  be a Fischer pair . Then  G  ( G ,  D )  does not contain an induced subgraph
 isomorphic to D 4 .
 Let  G  be a Fischer group . When  G  is finite and when  O 2 ( G ) O 3 ( G )  Õ  Z ( G ) ,  Fischer
 has shown that (W) characterizes the symmetric groups (see [3]) . When  G  is infinite ,
 with the same hypothesis , Hall has shown that we must have the same conclusion :  G  is
 the group of all finitary permutations of a set  X  (see [4]) . From Hall’s paper , we can
 deduce the following result : if the condition (W) is satisfied , then there exists a normal
 subgroup  N  of  G ,  which is a 3-group , such that  G  / N  is the group of all finitary
 permutations of a set  X .
 To show how the results of the first part of the paper apply and for the convenience
 of the reader , we give the following four propositions which represent the beginning of
 the theory of Fischer groups (see [3 – 5]) .
 P ROPOSITION 5 . 1 .  Let  ( G ,  D )  be a Fischer pair , let R I  be an imprimiti y  ity system of D
 under the action of G by conjugation , let R be an element of R I  and let N be the kernel of
 the action of G on R I  . Then :
 (1)  R is a Fischer set of  k R l ;
 (2)  R is a cell of  G  ( G ,  D ) :  i .e . for y in D  2  R , if there exists x in R which commutes with
 y , then R  Õ  D y ;
 (3)  S  5  k xy  3  ( x ,  y )  P  R  3  R l  v  N .
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 P ROOF .  (1)  Let  x  and  y  be in  R .  As  y  P  R  >  R y ,  we have  R  5  R y  and  x y  is in  R ,  so  R
 is normalized by  R  and by  k R l :  R  is a Fischer set of  k R l .
 (2)  Let  x  be in  R  and  y  be in  D  2  R ,  with  xy  5  yx .  We have  x  P  R  >  R y ,  so  R  5  R y
 and  y  is in  N G ( R )  5  H .  But  H  >  D  is a Fischer set of  k H  >  D l  which contains  R  and
 normalizes  R ,  so  R  is an union of conjugacy classes of  k H  >  D l ; the elements of
 ( H  >  D )  2  R  centralize  R ,  so  r  is contained in  D y .
 (3)  Let  x  and  y  be in  R  and let  T  be in  R I  . If  T  5  R ,  we have  T  x  5  T  y  5  R  5  T ,  so
 T  x y  5  T .  If  T  ?  R ,  let  t  be in  T .  If  t  centralizes  R  we have  t x  5  t y  5  t ,  so  T  x y  5  T .  If no
 element of  R  is centralized by  t ,  we have  t x  5  x t  and  t y  5  y t ,  so  t x  P  T  x , x t  P  R t  and
 T  x  5  R t .  In the same manner ,  T  y  5  R t .  From this we see that  T  x  5  T  y  and  T  x y  5  T .  So ,
 for each  T  in  R I  ,  we have  T  x y  5  Y  and  xy  is in  N :  S  is a subgroup of  N .  As it is clear that
 N  normalizes  S , S  is normal in  N .  h
 Let ( G ,  D ) be a Fischer pair . We define on  D  two equivalence relations  E i  ( i  5  2 ,  3)
 which are  G -invariant .
 Let  d  and  e  be in  D .  We have  d  E 2  e  if f  A d  5  A e  ; we have  d  E 3  e  if f  D d  5  D e .  It is easy
 to see that the relations  E  are  G -invariant .
 Put  N i  : 5  k de  3  ( d ,  e )  P  D  3  D , d  E i  e l  ( i  5  2 ,  3) .  As  E i  is  G -invariant ,  N i  is a normal
 subgroup of  G .  Let us remark that if we have  d  E i  e ,  then  de  is of order  i  ( i  5  2 ,  3) .
 R EMARK .  A Fischer group is of ‘width 1’ or of ‘Moufang type’ in the terminology of
 J . Hall (cf . [2] or [4]) if for each  d  in  D , D d  5  [ .  Equivalently , the graph  G  ( G ,  D ) is a
 complete graph : the product of two distinct elements of  D  is of order 3 .
 P ROPOSITION 5 . 2 .  Let  ( G ,  D )  be a Fischer pair . Let R be an equi y  alence class for the
 relation E i  ( i  5  2 , 3) . Then :
 (1)  If i  5  2 ,  k R l  is an elementary commutati y  e  2- group ;  if i  5  3 ,  k R l  is a Fischer group of
 width  1 .
 (2)  The group N i  ( i  5  2 ,  3)  is a locally finite i - group .
 P ROOF .  (1) If  i  5  2 ,  two elements of  R  always commute and , as they are of order 2 ,
 k R l  is an elementary commutative 2-group . Let us remark that  k R l  is locally finite . If
 i  5  3 ,  for each  r  in  R ,  we have  R r  5  R ,  so  R  is a Fischer set of  k R l .  If  r  and  s  are two
 disntinct elements of  R ,  rs  is of order 3 , so  k R l  is a Fischer group of width 1 . From a
 result of H . R . Bruck on commutative Moufang loops , [ k R l ,  k R l ] is a locally finite
 3-group (see [1 ,  11 . 3]) .
 (2)  Define  S R  : 5  k xy  3  ( x ,  y )  P  R  3  R l .  As  S R  is of index 2 in  k R l , S R  is a locally finite
 i -group . if  R 1 and  R 2 are two equivalence classes for  E i  , S R 1 and  S R 2 (with evident
 notation) are mutually normalizing each other and  S R 1 S R 2 is an  i -group for
 S R 1 S R 2 / S R 1  .  S R 1 / ( S R 1  >  S R 2 )  and  S R 1 S R 2 is locally finite . By an easy induction we show in
 the same way that if  R 1  ,  R 2  ,  .  .  .  ,  R n  are distinct equivalence classes for  E i  ,  then
 S R 1  ?  ?  ?  S R n  is a locally finite  i -group . We have  N i  5  k gS R g
 2 1  3  g  P  G l  v  N .  If  a  is in  N i
 there exists an integer  n , n  classes of equivalence  R i  and elements  r i  in  S R i  (1  <  i  <  n )
 such that  a  5  r 1 r 2  ?  ?  ?  r n .  From the above result ,  a  is an element of order a power of  i
 and  N i  is an  i -group . It is also clear that  N i  is locally finite .  h
 P ROPOSITION 5 . 3 .  Let  ( G ,  D )  be a Fischer pair . Let i  P  h 2 ,  3 j  and let N i be the normal
 subgroup defined before Proposition  5 . 2 . Let p i :  G  5  G  / N i be the canonical projection .
 Then  (  p i ( G ) ,  p i ( D ))  is a Fischer pair and the relation E i is the equality of p i ( D ) .
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 P ROOF .  We show the result when  i  5  3 ,  the proof when  i  5  2 being similar . Let  d
 and  e  be in  D .  Let us remark that if  p 3 ( d )  5  p 5 ( e ) ,  then  D d  5  D e  and  de  is of order 3 if
 d  ?  e .  Let us suppose that  p 3 ( d )  E 3  p 3 ( e ) : then  p 3 ( d ) p 3 ( e )  5  p 3 ( de ) is of order 3 , so  de  is
 of order 3 .
 Let  x  be in  D d .  Then  x  commutes with  d  and is distinct of  d ,  so  p 3 ( x )  ?  p 3 ( d ) and
 p 3 ( x )  commutes with  p 3 ( d ) .  As  p 3 ( e ) is equivalent to  p 3 ( d ) , p 3 ( x ) commutes with  p 3 ( e )
 and  p 3 ( x ) p 3 ( e )  5  p 3 ( xe ) is of order 2 :  xe  is of order 2 and  x  is in  D e .  We have shown
 that  D d  Õ  D e .  The same proof shows that  D e  Õ  D d  ,  so  D d  5  D e  and  p 3 ( d )  5  p 3 ( e ) : the
 relation  E 3 is the relation of equality of  p 3 ( D ) .  h
 Let us note the following result :
 P ROPOSITION 5 . 4 .  Let  ( G ,  D )  be a Fischer pair and let i and j be integers such that
 h i ,  j j  5  h 2 ,  3 j . If the equi y  alence relation E i is not tri y  ial , then the relation E j is the
 relation of D .
 P ROOF .  Let us suppose that both relations  E i  and  E j  are non-trivial . Let  x  be in  D ,
 and let  R  (respectively ,  S ) be the equivalence class of  x  for  E 2 (respectively for  E 3 ) .
 The hypothesis implies that  u R u  >  2 and  u S u  >  2 .  From a remark made above , it is clear
 that  h x j  5  R  >  S .  Let  y  be in  R  2  S  and let  z  be in  S  2  R .  We have  y  ?  z , A x  5  A y  and
 D x  5  D y .  We obtain  D x  <  h x j  5  D y  <  h  y j  5  D z  <  h z j .  As  y  ?  x ,  we have  y  P  D z  and
 (  yz ) 2  5  1 .  We also have  A x  <  h x j  5  A z  <  h z j  5  A y  <  h x j .  As  z  ?  x ,  we have  z  P  A y  and
 (  yz ) 3  5  1 .  So  yz  5  1 and  y  5  z —a contradiction . One of the equivalence relations  E i  is
 the equality of  D .  h
 P ROPOSITION 5 . 5 .  Let  ( G ,  D )  be a Fischer pair . Let i  P  h 2 ,  3 j :
 (1)  Suppose that the equi y  alence relation E i is not tri y  ial . Then the group N i is a
 ( G ,  D )- group .
 (2)  Suppose that there exist D - subgroups of G isomorphic to W  ( D 4 )  or to W  ( D 4 )* .
 Then the group N i is nilpotent of class  <  2  and  [ N i  ,  N i ]  Õ  Z ( G ) .
 P ROOF .  (2) is a consequence of (1) , using Theorem 4 . 4 .
 We show that  N  5  N i  is a ( G ,  D )-group ,  G  acting on  N  by conjugation . Let  d  be in
 D .  We have  U N ( d )  5  h dd 9  3  d 9  5  gdg 2 1 , g  P  N j .  By definition of  N  5  k U N ( d )  3  d  P  D l ,
 we have [ G ,  N ]  5  N :
 (i)  Let  e  be in  D d  and  a  be in  U N ( d ) :  a  5  dd 9 .  We have  D d  5  D d 9 or  D d  <  h d j  5  D d 9  <
 h d 9 j ,  so  e  commutes with  d 9 and also with  a  :  U N ( d )  Õ  C N ( e ) .  Condition (MG2) is
 satisfied .
 (ii)  Let  x  be in  A d  and  a  be in  U N ( d )  2  h 1 j :  a  5  dd 9 .  If  i  5  2 , d 9 is in  D d  and  A d  5  A d 9  ,
 so  S  5  k d ,  x ,  d 9 l  is isomorphic to  S 4 . We can remark that the relation  a  2 1 xax  5  dxaxd
 says that , in  S ,  a double transposition is equal to the product of the other two . If  i  5  3 ,
 d 9  is in  A d  , A d  <  h d j  5  A d 9  >  d 9  5  A d d 9  <  h d d 9 j ,  so that  x  is in  A d  >  A d 9  >  A d d 9 and
 H  5  k d ,  x ,  d 9 l  is a group isomorphic to  W  ( A ˜  2 ) / 3 T  or to ( W  ( A ˜  2 ) / 3 T  )* ,  we have
 a 2 1 xax  5  d 9 dx ( dd 9 ) x  5  d 9 ( dxd ) d 9 x  5  ( dxd ) d 9 ( dxd ) x  5  ( dx ) dd 9 ( dxdx )  5  dxaxd .  Condi-
 tion (MG3) is satisfied . The group  N i  is a ( G ,  D )-group .  h
 Applying the results of J . Hall (see [4]) and the present author (see [6]) , we see that
 for the classical Fischer groups , the group  O 2 ( G ) (or  O 3 ( G )) is nilpotent of class at
 most 2 and its derived group is central in  G .  For the sporadic Fischer groups , we have
 O 2 ( G ) O 3 ( G )  Õ  Z ( G ) .  For the symmetric groups , the preceding results do not apply and
 the subgroup  O 3 ( G ) can be nilpotent of class 4 (see [5]) . For the Fischer groups of
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 Moufang type , the nilpotency class of  O 3 ( G ) depends linearly on the number of
 generators of  O 3 ( G ) / D ( O 3 ( G )) .
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